EARTH AND MINERAL SCIENCES

Resources
Ryan Family Student Center
The Ryan Family Student Center integrates tutoring, advising, student engagement, student work space, and areas for casual interaction into a one-stop shop for student success. The vibrant and engaging academic atmosphere fosters a warm, welcoming, and small-college feel amid the rich activities taking place on the University Park campus.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE RYAN FAMILY STUDENT CENTER (https://www.ems.psu.edu/undergraduate/resources-undergrads/ryan-family-student-center/)

Office of Educational Equity
Diversity among students and faculty is a top priority for the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences and the Office of Educational Equity takes an active role in promoting respect and embracing diversity and inclusion in the college.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL EQUITY (https://www.ems.psu.edu/diversity/)

Beyond the Classroom
All students in the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences are encouraged to participate in out-of-class experiences such as undergraduate research, study abroad, and internships. Opportunities exist within the college, across the University, and beyond.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES BEYOND THE CLASSROOM (https://www.ems.psu.edu/undergraduate/beyond-classroom/)